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Women’s Association to Sponsor 
Symposium on Their Emancipation
SH R E W D L Y  W E IG H IN G  T H E  A L T E R N A T IV E S,
President Thomas S. Smith below outlines plans for re­
constructing the university administrative offices and re­
sponsibilities.
S t r e o m l i n e d  O p e r o t i o n s
New Administrative Design 
To be Implemented by Smith
by Jim Molitor
A new streamlined administra­
tive structure, consolidating ail 
university functions under four 
administrative heads each re­
sponsible to the president, was 
unveiled this week by President 
Thomas S. Smith.
Smith explained that the chang­
es are intended to "define more 
precisely’' the operations of all 
university departments and allow 
them to function more efficient­
ly. He added that the plan should 
eliminate any duplication of re­
sponsibility existing under the 
present system.
“This doesn’t mean I'm going 
to isolate myself from the univer­
sity,” Smith said. He added that 
the changes will allow him “to 
focus attention anywhere it’s 
needed” and give him “more 
time to think about the general 
direction of the university.”
The new administrative struc­
ture will consist of four general 
departments: academic affairs, 
business affairs, student affairs, 
and development and external af­
fairs.
Head of the academic affairs 
department will be responsible 
for the operations of the library, 
the two associate deans of the 
faculty, the conservatory, the 
computer center, and all physical 
education and inter-collegiate 
athletics.
Presently (these operations 
are under the direction of Mar­
shall B. Hulbert, vice-president 
and Dean of Lawrence and Down­
er Colleges. Smith is searching 
far a successor to this position, 
however, since Hulbert pilans to 
retire at the end of this academic 
year.
The department of business af­
fairs will deal with the controller, 
purchasing, physical plant, food 
Services, housing, and central 
services. Marwin 0. Wrolstad, 
business manager, presently co­
ordinates these functaons and 
will continue to do so under the 
new system.
Included in the area of student 
affairs are the student union, reg­
istration, counseling services, fi­
nancial aid, the dean of men, 
the dean of women, the health 
center, the placement office, and 
the admissions office.
Charles F. Lauter, dean of stu­
dent affairs, will continue to di­
rect these operations under the 
new system. The principal change 
here is that Todd Coryell, direc­
tor of the Memorial Union, pres­
ently reports to Wrolstad rather 
than Lauter.
The post of Vice-President of 
Development and External Af­
fairs is a newly created position 
and is the greatest change re­
sulting from the new system. In­
cluded an this area will be de­
velopment, university relations 
which includes visiting guests 
and lecturers, the alumni office 
and all university publications 
(Lawrentian excluded).
At present, Smith said that 
several candidates have been in­
terviewed for the position and 
that he plans to speak with sev­
eral more before reaching a de­
cision.
He added that he had not yet 
begun to interview candidates to 
fall the post which will be vacat­
ed by Hulbert but said that he 
has a number of men in mind. 
He hopes to fill both positions by 
August of this year but this plan 
is tentative. “I’d rather be late 
than make a mistake,'’ he said.
In any case, the new structure 
is not expected to be in full op­
eration for at least another year 
and possibly longer, Smith said.
WITCHES and Weathermen, so­
ciologists, a biologist, a psychol­
ogist and representatives from 
the Winnebago •State Hospital 
and the National Organization of 
Women will be on the Lawrence 
campus 6-9 March for the DWA 
Symposium entiled “The Times 
They Are A-Changin’: The Roles 
of Men and Women in Today’s 
Society.”
When asked the reason for the 
conference, Tibby Chase, presi­
dent of Downer Women’s Asso­
ciation, replied, “We decided 
that DWA was a  dying organi­
zation and needed redirection. 
We felt the most logical area of 
activity was dealing with issues 
important to women.”
Tlie purpose of the symposium 
is to educate. As Miss Chase ob­
served, “We recognize that you 
can’t have ‘liberated’ women 
without having ‘liberated’ men.”
Initiating the symposium will 
be a panel discussion of the ques­
tion “ Is Anatomy Destiny?” at 
3:00 p.m., Friday 6 March, in 
the Riverview Lounge.
The panel will consist of Dr. 
Jacob Shapiro, professor of biol­
ogy, WSU-Oshkosh; Karen Op- 
penheim, department of sociol­
ogy, UW-Madison; and Dr. 
George Lysloff, Director of Re­
search and Education at the Win­
nebago State Hospital.
Mrs. Katherine Clanenbach, a 
member of the National Execu 
tive Board of the National Or 
ganization of Women (NOW) 
will present “A Sociological Over 
view of the Present Situation’ 
Friday night at 8 p.m. in the 
Riverview Lounge.
These two presentations will set 
the tone for the rest of the ac­
tivities by providing a frame of 
reference for coordinating the 
total program.
Marlene Dixon, professor of so­
ciology at McGill University, 
Montreal, will speak more spe­
cifically on “Women’s Liberation: 
Past or Future?” Saturday morn­
ing at 10:30 a.m. in the River­
view Lounge.
Faculty Bars Students,
Reforms Frosh Studs
by Rose W oodson
Jerry Larger addressed Tues­
day’s faculty meeting about the 
possibility of student attendance 
at those meetings dealing with 
the Report of the Select Commit­
tee wi Planning.
After he left, a motion calling 
for reconsideration of the fac­
ulty’s earlier discussion of the 
matter was defeated. However, 
a subsequent motion to post the 
minutes of all future meetings 
dealing with the report was ap­
proved.
These minutes, to be posted at 
various locations, would also be 
made available, upon request, to 
individuals, according to Richard 
S. Stowe, associate professor of 
French and faculty secretary.
On the Report itself, the follow- 
in actions were taken:
D Recommendations 9 and 13,
dealing with the size of Fresh­
man Studies classes and Topics 
of Inquiry courses respectively, 
no more than fifteen in the form­
er, or twenty in the latter, were 
approved;
2) Recommendation 11, which 
abolishes the present grading sys­
tem in connection with Freshman 
Studies and provides in its stead 
a Satisfactory /  Unsatisfactory 
marking, was approved subject 
to the following amendments:
a) The grade of H (Honors) 
will be added to the categories of 
S and U.
b) The grade of U (Unsatisfac­
tory) will automatically carry no 
credit.
c) Sentence 2, which calls for 
a written evaluation to accom­
pany the grades, is deleted.
By Martha Larson
“Many people think of the 
Women’s Liberation Movement as 
a bra-buming brigade advocating 
free love,” Miss Chase explained, 
“but what we want instead is for 
peoplle to step outside their ster­
eotype social roles and realize, 
man or woman, you’re both peo­
ple and you should have equal 
nights.”
There will be discussion groups 
Saturday afternoon to explore 
“The Family and Its Future,” 
“ Women and Medical Issues” 
and '“Women and Mass Media,” 
as well as to answer such ques­
tions as “Why be liberated?” and 
“Women's Liberation: What does 
it mean to men?”
Role-playing, designed to com­
plement the discussion groups 
and the material presented by the 
speakers, is planned for Sunday 
afternoon in the sorority wing.
Members otf the faculty and 
the administration will serve as 
moderators while members of the 
role-playing groups act out their 
interpretation of hypothetical
situations in an attempt to por­
tray solutions to problems pre­
sented by the moderators. These 
problems include those in wliich 
there might be a conflict in un­
derstanding between men and 
women.
Monday the Urban Studiiw pro­
gram will sponsor speakcas on 
Women's Liberation from Chica­
go
In addition to the planned ac­
tivities, DWA expects members 
of WITCH, (Women’s Internation­
al Terrorists Conspiracy from 
Hell), and Weathermen, branch­
es of Women’s Liberation Move­
ment, to be present on campus 
for the symposium.
‘‘We’re trying to get away from 
restricted women’s government,” 
Miss Chase said. “We want to 
be more of a future-direcU'd or­
ganization to give women an idcia 
of what they will be facing in 
society. We want the conference 
to be a beginning.” She added 
that follow-up lectures are being 
planned.
Faculty May Treat Honor 
System Revisions Today
by Martha Esch
As a result of the honor code 
questionnaires and a series of 
discussions, the LUCC Commit­
tee on Judicial Systems has rec­
ommended various changes in the 
honor code.
Highlighting the list of recom­
mendations is a  clause removing 
a student’s responsibility to re­
port suspected violations of the 
honor code.
Other major changes include a 
rewording of the signed pledge 
required for admission and a 
deletion of the “PNUA” (pledge 
no unauthorized aid) required on 
students’ written work.
These recommendatijans, re­
viewed by the honor council yes­
terday, may be submitted to the 
faculty for approval at the regular 
Friday faculty meeting.
Late last night a council spokes­
man announced that the recom­
mendations would be made at the 
regular faculty meeting on Fri­
day, 13 March.
Significantly absent from the 
list of suggestions is a proposal 
to make honor council members 
subject to public election; at 
present the members select their 
own successors.
The committee’s recommenda­
tions for changes in the honor 
code include the following pro­
posed revisions of honor system 
document first tentatively revised 
by the honor council:
(Editor’s note: Hie “Honors Sys­
tems Document,” to which these 
recommendations refer, was ob­
tained too late for publication; 
the following are highlights from 
the committee’s list of recom­
mendations.)
The points refer to the “Honor
4) Substitute “he will respond 
to violations of the honor system 
of which he is aware, in whatever 
honest, direct, and personal 
manner he is able” for the pres­
ent statement, “he will report 
any violation of the honor code 
of which he is aware.”
9) Change the signed pledge
required for admission to “ I have 
read the description of the Law­
rence University Honor System, 
and I understand its stipula­
tions.”
10) Delete “At the end of all 
written work turned in at Law­
rence each student will write, 
“ Pledge no unauthorized aid.” It 
is the feeling of this committee 
that there is no need for such a  
reminder of a student’s  obliga­
tion under the honor code, since 
the atmosphere which now exists 
(as shown by 4he results of the 
questionnaire i is a reminder in 
itself.
Recommendations concerning 
incoming freshmen include the 
following:
1) Letters of description of 
the honor systerr} sent to fresh­
men should be written by the 
honor council, conforming to the 
new honor system, and emphasiz­
ing the advantages of the sys­
tem.
2) Cards should be revised as 
described above.
3) A better education of fresh­
men toward the understanding of 
the honor system should be ini­
tiated during freshman orienta­
tion (perhaps through meetings 
between a member of honor coun­
cil and each freshman section'.
P e n n  S t a t e  S t u d e n t s  
T o  A d v i s e  T r u s t e e s
PHILADELPHIA — (CPS) — 
Pennsylvania Governor Raymond 
P. Shafer has named the in den t 
body presidents of all thirteen 
state-supported college., and In­
diana University of Pennsylvania 
to serve as advwory members of 
the Board of Trustees on each 
campus.
Advisory meml>crship entitles 
the student presidents to parti­
cipate in all deliberations, but 
under present law they will not 
be authorized to vote in Board 
decisions.
T e n  A l t e r n a t i v e s  C o n s i d e r e d
C h o i c e  o f  B r o k a w  A r e a  f o r  
N e w  D o r m  S e e m s  L e a s t  E v i l
Unenthusiastically described by 
a member of the Ad Hoc Commit­
tee on Residence Hails as “the 
lesser of ten evils,” the Brokaw 
Hall area was proposed as the 
site of Lawrence’s new dormitory 
after an elimination of alterna­
tives.
Brokaw, the warehouse, and 
one house would be razed. Student 
committee members Carol Mid­
dleton, Kathy Mayer, and Phil 
York explained some of the con­
siderations evolving from months 
of deliberation.
Several factors were weighed 
by the group in choosing among 
the land owned, m part, by the 
University. The site should stay 
as close to the main campus as 
possible, they have decided; and 
on campus, to isolate Ormsby (Mr 
Colman at the west end would 
not be advisable. Also, there is 
a need for enough land to set­
off the building.
The committee discussed and 
dismissed the following sites:
In the area between Tnever 
and Sage, a weak soil condition 
on the riverbank necessitates a 
dorm almost parallel to Sage.
Directly east of the fraternity 
quadrangle, the committee be­
lieves, there is not enom^i room 
to build anything attractive. This 
is also the problem at the corner 
of Lawe and Alton streets. (The 
yellow house is not obtainable.)
by Sandy Zmersky
Directly behind Plantz there is 
not enough room to build an at­
tractive building — ‘‘and who 
wants to live ten feet from 
Plantz,” a member asked.
East of the president’s house 
and south of City Park one piece 
of property is not obtainable so 
an entire block is not available. 
The site is also considered rath­
er far from the main campus.
Sampson House could be torn 
down but there is definiely not 
enough room for a building.
There is plenty of land in front 
of Ormsby on the skating rink 
but the Ad Hoc Committee feels 
that the area is undesirable when 
the overall plan of the campus is 
considered.
Next to Ormsby on the old In­
firmary lot an attractive building 
could be constructed down the 
hilHde. The state has forbidden 
building on the bank, however, be­
cause it is slowly sliding into the 
river.
The members also noted that 
there is plenty of room near the 
gym—added, “but talk about iso­
lation.”
Hie matters of á te  and design 
are not yet closed, however, and 
the student members of the com­
mittee invite questions or sug­
gestions, noting that ‘‘there is 
no reason to construct a new 
building unless a majority of the 
students are satisfied with it.” 
Financial considerations, they 
indicated, must compromise an 
ultimate ideal.
HEAD COUNSELOR’S 
PETITIONS 
Any junior male who wishes 
to he considered for a head 
counselor’s position in a men’s 
residence hall should pick up 
a petition in Dean Barton C. 
White’s office within the next 
two weeks. These positions will 
he filled before spring vaca­
tion.
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S T U D E N T S
list Oar COMPLETE FadRlte
W A L K -U P T EL L E R  SER VICE
9 a.m. - 10 a.m . 3 p.m. - 5 p.m.
FIRST
• r  A P P L I T O N
M tH U K  f.D.l.C.
200 W. COU.IGC AVI., APPLETON
This group is often referred to 
as the Haynes Committee in refer­
ence to Richard L. Haynes, di­
rector of dormitories. Its other 
members include faculty repre­
sentatives Miss Dorrit F. Fried- 
lander, associate professor of 
German; and Edwin H. Olson, 
associate professor of psychol­
ogy; staff member Jack S. Man- 
well, director of the physical 
plant; David C. Moore, director 
ol university food serviois an i 
Charles F. Lauter, Jr., dean of 
student affairs.
PO ET W ILLIA M  F. STA FFO R D , professor of English  
at Lewis and Clark College and author of “Traveling 
through the Dark” and other publications, will read his 
pietry on 8 March at 7 :30 p.m. in the Riverview Lounge.
S t a r t i n g  w i t h  C l a s s  o f  '7 0
Canterbury Plans Lise of Alumni 
As Admissions Representatives
In an effort to create an ef­
fective alumni recruiting pro­
gram, Director of Admission 
Richard Canterbury has an­
nounced that a new program in­
volving recent Lawrence gradu­
ates will be initiated this fall.
Citing the failures of previous 
attempts to organize alumni for 
recruiting purposes, Canterbury 
elaborated on the program which 
will involve volunteers from the
1970 graduating class serving as 
alumni assistants to the Admis­
sion Office throughout the coun­
try.
Each year a new group of 30-40 
graduates will become admission 
assistants. An individual may 
serve for only three years under 
specifications of the program.
‘‘Older alumni unless they have 
kept very dose contact, are sim­
ply out-of-touch with any univer­
sity making rapid changes. 
Young alums will do a more rep­
resentative job,” Canterbury 
said.
Young recruiters will also be 
less costly to maintain because 
they will require no reorientation 
program to acquaint them with 
the changes Lawrence has un­
dergone, changes that they may 
heave helped affect.
Another advantage to the pro­
gram is that prospective students
jfiiimmoiiiiiiiiiiiiaiimiiiiHioiHiimiMiniiiihiiiiiiammHiiimiiiiMimiiniiitimiiiiomiuiiHiioiimHHiHOimiiiHiHnmHr..1
DRAFT COUNSELING 
Jim Barker, a Lawrence 
graduate currently associated 
with the Ecumenical Center 
for Draft Counseling in Mil­
waukee. will speak Wednes­
day, 4 March, in Riverview 
Lounge at 7:00. The Appleton 
Moratorium Committee has 
asked Barker to discuss alter­
natives to the draft with stu­
dents.
by Vicki Nauschultz
may respond more favorably to 
university representatives near 
their own age. Canterbury point­
ed out that the young recruiters 
themselves will be more respon­
sive to diversity in admission 
candidates than alumni who re­
member Lawrence as it was 
when they graduated and want 
to keep it that way.
The duties of the admission as­
sistants will include interview­
ing for the purpose of informing 
prospective students rather than 
in evaluating them, following up 
on students who have been ac­
cepted at Lawrence but who have 
had no previous contact with uni­
versity personnel, mid informing 
the admission office of high 
schools in their area of students 
who may be admission candi­
dates at Lawrence.
Interviewing procedure will be 
such that the recruiter will have 
minimal responsibility in con­
tacting students. Instead, the ad­
mission office will give the name 
of an alumnus to an interested 
student and the ^udent must con­
tact the university representative.
The major responsibility of the 
alumni will be to keep updated 
on information concerning the 
university. ‘‘They will be sent in­
formation on interviewing and 
testing, catalogues, promotional 
materials, and student publica­
tions, but it is thear responsibil­
ity to read the information and 
to represent the university as it
is,” explained Canterbury.
Donald Boy a will serve as the 
contact for recruiters.
Canterbury cautioned that 
every volunteer may not be put 
to use each year because of a  
passible lack of interested stu­
dents in any particular area. He 
emphasized that this situation 
may change during the three 
years and that volunteers would 
have to keep in touch throughout 
the service period.
Both Canterbury and John 
Rosebush, director of alumni af­
fairs, commented that older 
alumni would still be able to con­
tribute in areas such as contact­
ing the admission office about m- 
terested high school students.
Rosebush commented fjavora- 
bly on the new program, calling 
it “the first step toward compre­
hensive involvement of alumni in 
recruiting.” He added, “Alumna 
have a great stake in Lawrence 
and they can keep (the flow of 
students coming.”
Somewhat reserved in his sup­
port for using only young alum­
ni in the program, he commented 
that perhaps it is not necessary 
for recruiters to be aware of the 
latest changes in all areas of the 
university, but most important 
for them to have a  feel for the 
kind of education they received at 
Lawrence.
Seniors may volunteer as admis­
sion assistants by contacting the 
admission office.
CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
For appointment dial 9-1805 
231 E. College Ave. Appleton, W is.
BOOKS for EASTER 
CARDS, TOO!
C o n k e y ’ s  B o o k  S t o r e
F i g h t  G i r l s  F ig h t !  R a h  R a h
N E W L Y  ELEC TED LUCC O FFICERS Harold Jordan 
and Bill Baer confer after last T uesday’s council meeting. 
President Baer’s first meeting saw discussion of the soph­
omore car proposal, a new drug policy, and the LUCC con­
stitution.
E le c t io n  R e s u l t s  S o o th e  T r o u b l e d  J o r d o n
LUCC Passes Revised Drug Policy, 
Discusses Sophomore Car Proposal
by Tom Hosmanek
In a hotly contested campaign, 
Harold Jordan captured 67.89% 
of the vote in Tuesday’s ejection 
to defeat classmate Tom Nathan 
in the race for LUCC vice-presi­
dent.
More voters turned out Tues­
day than in the election two 
weeks ago. This time 63.83% of 
the Lawrence community voted 
compared to 57% in the presi­
dential election.
Elections for LUCC representa­
tives will be held 8 April.
The Meeting
Newly elected LUCC President 
Bill Baer chaired his first meet­
ing on Tuesday with an agenda 
containing the sophomore car 
proposal, a new drug policy, and 
a review of the LUCC Constitu­
tion.
Baer's appointments of Sue 
Fichera as recording secretary 
and Jerry Langer as parliament a- 
ian were unanimously accepted 
by the council. A new treasurer 
will be chosen later this year.
Baer announced that a refer­
enda to be voted upon by the Law­
rence community 8 April will 
include the Statement on Student 
Rights, Freedoms, and Responsi­
bilities and the revised LUOC 
Constitution.
A resolution commending form­
er LUCC President Sam Ray 
passed unanimously.
John Rosenthal, the sophomore 
car rules committee chairman, 
addressed the council. He noted 
that the committee had amended 
its previous proposal' to include 
stipulations for off-campus park­
ing and different colored parking 
stickers.
Charles F. Lauter, dean of ^u- 
dtnt affairs, said the committee 
had not fulfilled its original pur­
pose which was “to bring back a 
comprehensive report on questions
Woman’s Liberator Speaks To 
Oppressed Housewives, Students
Marlene Dixon-
raised prior to the renewal of the 
junior car rule.” He requested in­
formation on the effects tjiat 
sophomores having cars would 
have “on the attendance at so­
cial and quasi-academic events.” 
Lauter said he didn't want to 
see Lawrence turn into a “com­
muter campus” and thought the 
increased mobility might shift 
emphasis to a social life off cam­
pus.
After further discussion by 
council members the proposal was 
sent back to committee to pre­
pare a more detailed report.
LUOC No. 20, a new drug pol­
icy to replace LUCC No. 14, was 
also discussed.
“The major difference (in the 
new bill,” said Lauter, “is that 
it restricts only the distribution 
and sale of dangerous drugs.” 
Chris Young noted, “I don’t 
think this bill will have any real 
effect on drug use at this col­
lege.” Others labeled it a “com­
promise.”
“No bill' we could pass,” said 
Colin Etherington, “could poefc 
sibly affect the sale and use of 
drugs.” He said he supported the 
bill, however, because “ it does 
not lay the university open to 
civil authorities.”
LUCC No. 20 finally passed with 
minor amendments. Proposed re­
visions in the LUCC Constitution 
were discussed, but no action was 
taken.
Tht meeting closed with LUCC 
Vice-President Phil York wel­
coming Harold Jordan, h’s newly 
elected successor.
Editor’s Note: The following is 
excerpted from Marlene Dixon’s 
article “Why Women’s Libera­
tion?” in “Ramparts Magazine" 
of December, 1969. She is a pro­
fessor of sociology at McGUI Uni­
versity and will speak on the 
Lawrence campus next week.
The 1960 s has been a decade of 
liberation; women have been 
swept up by that ferment along 
\.ith blacks, Latins, American In­
dians and poor whites — the 
whole soft underbelly of this so- 
CJety- As each oppressed group 
in turn discovered that they too 
thirst for free and fully human 
Lives.
The result has been the growth 
of a new women’s movement, 
whose base encompasses poor 
black and poor white women on 
relief, working women exploited 
in the labor force, middle class 
women incarcerated in the split 
level dream house, college girls 
awakening to the fact that sexi­
ness is not the crowning achieve­
ment in life, and movement wom­
en who have discovered that in 
a freedom movement they them­
selves are not free.
In less than four years women 
have created a variety of organ­
izations from the nationally-bas­
ed middle class National Organi­
zation of Women (NOW) to local 
radical and radical feminist 
gnaups in every major dty in 
North America. The new move­
ment includes caucuses within 
nearly every New Left group and 
within most professional associa­
tions in the social sciences. Rang­
ing in politics from reform to 
revolution, it has produced cri­
tiques of almost every segment 
of American society and con­
structed an ideology that rejects 
every hallowed cultural assump­
tion about the nature and role of 
women.
As is typical of a young move­
ment, much of its growth has 
been underground. The papers 
and manifestos written and cir­
culated would surely comprise 
two very large volumes if pub­
lished, but this literature is al­
most unknown outside of wom­
en’s liberation. Nevertheless, 
where even a year ago organiz­
ing was slow and painful, with 
small cells of six or ten women, 
high turnover, and an uphill 
s> niggle against fear and resis­
tance, in \1969 all that has chang­
ed. Groups ane growing up every­
where with women eager to hear 
a hard lme, to articulate and ex­
press their own rage and bitter­
ness.
presidential compensation needed?
Although no formal proposal son, some believe the president
DEUTSCH CULTCHA UND 
CIV
The German department an­
nounces the following course 
for Term HI not listed in the 
course schedule as yet:
German 29: Studies in Ger­
man Civilization.
A study of modern Germany; 
readings In German history, 
thought and culture; oral and 
written reports. Prerequisite: 
German 12 or the equivalent.
The course will be taught 
by H. Harmut Gerlach, as­
sistant professor of German, 
lim e: 1:30 MWF or to be ar­
ranged.
has been formulated, the idea 
that the LUOC president should 
receive compensation has been 
discussed by past and present 
LUCC presidents and sympathiz­
ers.
Peter A. Fritzell, assistant pro­
fessor of English, a member of 
LUCC and interested in the pos­
sibility of compensation for the 
president, believes it important 
that the president be compensat­
ed to the degree he has not been 
in the past for performing his 
duties.
In a recent interview, Fritzell 
said that the president must be 
a man of political motivation and 
political aptitude: he must be 
willing to sacrifice social time, 
academic time, and some financ­
es for his office. The primary 
concern of the LUOC President 
should be politics. For this ree-
A year ago the movement 
stressed male chauvinism and 
psychological oppression; now 
the emphasis is on understanding 
the economic and social roots of 
women’s oppression, and the an­
alyses range from social democ­
racy to Marxism. But the most 
striking change of all in the last 
year has been the loss of- fear. 
Women are no longer afraid that 
their rebellion will threaten thedr 
very identity as women. They are 
not frightened by their own mili­
tancy. but liberated by it. Wom­
en’s Liberation is an idea whose 
time has come.
The old women’s movement 
burned itself out jn the frantic 
decade of the 1920’s. After a hun­
dred years of struggle, women 
won a battle, only to lose the 
campaign: the vote was obtain­
ed, but the new millenium did not 
arrive. Women got the vote and 
achieved a measure of legal 
emancipation, but the real social 
and cultural barriers to full 
equality for women remained un­
touched.
For over 30 years the move­
ment remained buried in its own 
ashes. Women were born and 
grew to maturity virtually ignor­
ant of thedr own history of re­
bellion, aware only of a carica­
ture of blue stockings and suf­
fragettes. With the end of the 
war the average age at marriage 
declined, the average size of 
families went up, and the subur­
ban migration began in earnest 
The political conservatism of the 
50’s was echoed in a social con­
servatism which stressed a Vic­
torian ideal of the woman's life: 
a full womb and selfless devotion 
to husband and children.
As the bleak decade played 
itself out, however, three import­
ant social developments emerged 
which were to make a rebirth of 
the women’s struggle inevitable. 
First, women came to make up 
more than a third of the Labor 
force, the number of working 
women being twice the prewar 
figure. Yet the marked increase 
in female employment did nothing 
to better the position of women, 
who were mane occupationally 
disadvantaged in the 1960’s than 
they had been 25 years earlier. 
Rather than moving equally into 
all sectors of the occupational 
structure, they were being forced 
into the low paying service, cler­
ical, and semi-skilled categories.
Second, the intoxicating wine 
of marriage and suburban life 
was turning sour; a generation 
of women woke up to find their
children grown and a life (rough­
ly 30 more productive years) of 
housework and bridge parties 
stretching out before them like 
a wasteland. For many younger 
women, the empty drudgery they 
saw in the suburbs life was a 
sobering ountnadictiion to adodes- 
dreams of romantic love 
and the fulfilling role of wraum 
as wife and mother.
Third, a growing civil rights 
movemert was sweeping thou­
sands of young men and women 
into a moral crusade—a  crusade 
which harsh political experience 
was to transmute to the New 
Left. Thu Amencan dream w ^  
riven and tattered in Mississippi 
and finally napalmed in Vietnam 
Traditional political ideologies 
and cultural myths, sexual mores 
and sex roles wiith them, b eg »  
to disintegrate in an explosion c i 
rebellion and protest.
Male supremacy, marriage, 
and the structure of wage labor 
-^each of these aspects of wom­
en's opppnessiun has been crucial 
to the resurgence of the wom­
en's struggle. It must be abund­
antly clear that radical social 
change must occur before there 
can be significant improvement 
in the social position of women. 
Some form of socialism is a mni- 
"ttffn requirement consudering 
the changes that must come n  
the institutions of marriage and 
family alone. The intrinsic radi­
calism of the struggle for wom­
en's liberation necessarily links 
women with all other oppressed 
groups.
The heart of the movement, as 
** all freedom movements, rests 
•n women’s  knowledge, whether 
articulated or stall only an illness 
without a name, that they are not 
inferior—not chicks, nor bunnies, 
n°r quail, nor cows, nor bitches 
nor ass, nor meat. Women hear 
the litany of their own dehuman­
ization each day. Yet all the 
same, women know that male 
supremacy is a lie. They know 
they are not animals or sexual 
objects or commodities. They 
know their lives ane mutilated, 
because they see within them­
selves a promise of creativity 
and personal integration.
Feeding the contradiction be­
tween the essentially creative 
and self-actualizing human being 
within her, and the cruel end 
degrading lassthan-human being 
within her, a woman begins to 
perceive the falseness of what 
her society has forced her to be. 
And once she perceives this, she 
knows she must fight
c a t i o n s  A c c e p t e d  f o r  L o n d o n  C e n t e r  
W i n t e r - S p r i n g  S e s s io n ,  1 9 7 1
shculd receive compensation.
“Yet given the plea for more 
compensation from LUOC Presi­
dents and sympathizers, we can­
not naively defer and grant what­
ever compensations the Presi­
dents want for their time,” Frit­
zell said. ThQ compensation 
should be somewhere between 
complete remission of tuition with 
a lightened course enrollment 
and full tuition but fewer courses 
as it is presently.
Fritzell believes that compen­
sation for the president has the 
possibility for improving as well 
as perhaps destroying the politi­
cization of LUOC. If there is clear 
evidence that talented people are 
discouraged from running for 
president because of time and 
money, Fritzell indicated that he 
would be interested in writing a 
proposal.
Anne Budd 
Kathleen Biracree 
Gregory Carrott 
Marjorie Fish 
Eleanor Greene 
Thomas Hosmanek 
Kristen Johnson 
Archie Koranteng 
Robert Lindquist 
Richard McLaughlin 
Peter Mitchell 
Tom Nathan 
Tfcomas Netzow 
Martha Neufer 
Greg O’Meara 
Susan Pector 
Phyllis Peter 
Richard Reynolds 
John Rosenthal 
Mary Donn Rossi 
Ned Sahar 
John Seaborne 
Richard Seeboth
Paul Smith 
Leslie Stringham 
James Tarr 
Richard Zimanan 
Candace Ward 
Anthony Welhonse 
Leonard Wolff 
Ellen Wood 
Betsy Galaty 
BUI Baer 
Harold Jordan 
Michael Magnusen 
Richard Fritsch 
Thomas Kinnealey 
George Wyeth 
James Twelmeyer 
George Swope 
Kevin Phillips 
Frank R. Duchow 
Alexander Maas 
Kathleen K. Martin 
Charles Seraphln 
Ross Tuner
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F o r  a  M o re  H o n o r a b le  S y s t e m
T H IS  A FT E R N O O N  T H E  FA C U LT Y  may, at their 
regular monthly meeting, act on the reform measures form­
ulated by the LUCC Committee on Judicial Systems. The 
recommendations for improvement of the Lawrence Honor 
Code seem basically very good, and the com m ittee’s use 
of a student questionnaire is especially commendable. One 
essential and long, long overdue change has been overlook­
ed, however.
C O NSPICUO U S IN  ITS A B SE N C E  is a proposed re­
form in selection procedures. If the Honor Council is it­
self to be honorable, it must be representative of its con­
stituency. No Lawrentian need subject himself to the 
judgment of a supposed peer group members of which 
he has no chance to choose. The community at large should 
finally select, through open election, those people who de­
fine and safeguard parameters of academic propriety for 
the college. In effecting honor system  reformations, the 
faculty must not perpetuate a self-perpetuating non-repre 
sentational council.
A N O T H E R  IM PR O V EM EN T  that we should pro­
vide for would be to permit all examinations to be given  
on a take-home basis. Instructors could place any re­
strictions they wished on the exams (tim e, closed book, 
etc.) and students would be bound by the Honor Code to  
follow  their professors’ instructions. Benefits will in ­
clude an increased student responsibility for their own ed­
ucation, a more flexible and informal learning process, and 
an easing of pragmatic problems such as those presented 
by three exams within two days. The only drawback could 
be that such a policy would force instructors to give crea­
tive, integrative exams rather than the simplistic memory 
tests which are all too common with some non-thinking 
professors here.
T H O U G H  NO T U N IQ U E , Lawrence's honor code is 
a positive and integral part of the self-disciplinary process 
of the liberal arts experience, one that merits improving.
Jlztisxs. to t^s SAitox...
Litters to the Editor must be typed double-spaced, kept as short as possi­
ble and submitted to the Lawrentian office no later than 7 p.m. Wednes­
day evening. A ll letters thus submitted 'and neither libelous nor it» bad 
t**te will receive publication. The Lawrentian reserves the right to make 
stylistic changes and to excerpt in order to facilitate printing, without 
changing editorial content. A ll letters must be signed but names may be 
withheld from publication for sufficient cause.
A d
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To the Editor:
We decided to write this letter 
in order to make clear what, ac­
cording to us, came out of the 
panel discussion we held on Mon­
day, Feb. 9.
We first questioned the J-Board 
procedures. We were told that 
the J-Board could not provide the 
same guaranties as a civil court. 
But our point was that the last 
October session did not provide 
even those guaranties that J- 
Board normally provides.
In his letter to the students of 
Lawrence University (Sept. 30) 
President Smith stated: “As for 
the demonstrators, I have asked 
the Dean of Student Affairs to 
prepare the necessary written 
charges so that the students in­
volved in this event will be sub­
jected to the standard Lawrence 
University judicial procedures.” 
Is what happened—jury elected 
after the crime, student wrongly 
accused of being a disrupter run­
ning and then elected as a judge, 
etc. . . a "standard Lawrence 
University judicial procedure”?
No Fair Trial
Our point was: when a court 
in a democratic country finds 
itself unable to provide a fair 
trial according to its own rules, 
or because of its lack of rules, 
it drops the charges rather than 
compromising with the democrat­
ic principles involved. Our ques­
tion is now: what will be the 
next compromise? Can we trust 
an administration that compro­
mises with its own basic demo­
cratic principles?
As far as Bud Walsh was con­
cerned, we were not questioning 
the civil court trial—it was not 
the place to question it—but the 
procedures fallowed by the uni­
versity in pressing the charges. 
We were questioning a system 
where everybody feels innocent 
and where it is impossible to find 
an individual or a group who is 
responsible for initiating the 
chargies. We were told that any 
individual witnessing a disorder­
ly conduct can initiate charges, 
but that Mr. Lauter did not do 
it as an individual. That there 
was no faculty vote. That Presi­
dent Smith had said “something 
that could have been directed at 
Mr. Lauter”, but there is nothing 
in the records about it. Wo still 
don’t know who—or what commit­
tee-decided to press charges 
against Bud Walsh.
Mr. Lauter with the hedp of 
some faculty members made also 
some points by questioning the 
disrupter’s attitude towards J- 
Board at the time of the trial. 
There is no doubt, at least in the 
opinion of some of us, that this 
attitude was questionable indeed. 
But we also have the feeling that 
asking those questions was a way 
of dodging those of ours that re­
mained without an answer. We 
were asking who was responsible 
for initialing charges against 
Bud Walsh, and we were answer­
ed that he. himseif, obviously 
wanted to go to jail. We think it 
was an easy way out.
MARC BLOCH 
LOUIS BUTLER 
STEVE HALL 
JAMES LACE 
JOHN THURMANN
To the Editor:
I have just read your little ar­
ticle plugging Tom Nathan for 
LUCC vice president. And there’s 
just one question I’d like to ask. 
Who the hell do you guys think
you are? What gives you the 
power to play god and give the 
final recommendation on who is 
or is not qualified for a job? I 
don’t believe that it is the Law- 
rentian’s place to say anything 
about any candidate, beyond 
their platforms and letters sent 
in by other individuals remark­
ing on the candidates.
As a former journalist, I seem 
to recall that the first thing we 
had drummed into our heads 
was: don’t editorialize. All night, 
this editorial was in its proper 
little space and was therefore 
“legal.” But I still fed  it was 
unjustified and unnecessary, and 
an assumption on the paper’s 
part of more power and wisdom 
than called for, or possessed.
Unjustified ‘Plug’
As I write this, the elections 
have not yet been held. I do not 
know who won. But I can say 
this: If Harold Jordan loses, it 
may be due to your meddling. 
Were I a candidate for any of­
fice, I would like to lose on my 
own, with no help from anyone 
else, least of all the campus 
newspaper.
You don’t  find any other cam­
pus media plugging or rejecting 
candidates for offifce; what gives 
you all the thought that you are 
better than they are? Or more 
knowledgeable? It seems to me 
that there should be more think­
ing done, on other Hines, if that 
is the case.
If Harold Jordan has won, de­
spite your “help,” more power 
to him! If he has Inst, I hope 
that makes you feel you have 
once again picked a winner. 
Maybe the major networks could 
use you in predicting the nation­
al election results, too.
MARTY BRENGLE
To the Editor:
Having recently returned from 
an invaluable six month’s exper­
ience at the Lawrence campus 
in Eningen u.A., we would like 
to highly recommend this pro­
gram to a31 Lawrence students. 
We are firmly convinced of the 
value of such an experience and 
would hate to see the program 
discontinued from lack of inter­
est or from financial difficulties 
due to competition from the Lon­
don program.
We personally feel that, given 
the opportunity, you would be 
wiser to go to Eningen than to 
London; as they are offering in­
troductory German courses in 
Eningen this summer, everyone 
does in fact have this opportunity.
Unless you are mainly interest­
ed in the British Isles, London 
is not a very suitable location 
from which to travel.
Eningen. on the other hand, lies 
approximately two hours from 
France, Switzerland and Austria; 
you can go almost anywhere for 
the weekend. It is true that Lon­
don naturally offers more cul­
tural opportunities than Eningen, 
if by this term you mean activi­
ties such as concerts, plays, op­
era, etc. However, Stuttgart’s bal­
let is rated as one of the top three 
companies in the world.
Stuttgart (only 45 minutes from 
Eningen by car) also has an op­
era, a symphony, theaters, and 
many guest artisrts (such as Se­
govia) appearing there.
If, by ‘cultural opportunities,* 
you mean the opportunities to 
live and partake of a cutture
substantially different from ours, 
then Eningen is obviously super­
ior. It is true that communication 
may be hard, especially at first, 
but how rewarding when you can 
discuss the moonshot with Ger­
man teachers or politics with a 
beerdrinker—in German. How ex­
citing to learn of a new custom 
and to fall in love with it! And 
then you sometimes question the 
way we do things here in the 
Stales.
Now, on a more personal bas­
is: Eningen is small but} full of 
wonderful people. We were met 
by the city band and served wine 
in the Burgermeister’s (mayor’s) 
council room
The Stiefelmeyers and Woms, 
with whom we lived, were won­
derful to us. Herr Stiefelmeyer 
even bought each girl a reclining 
lawn chair. Herr Worn is now 
building a new Gasthof, obviously 
with the students in mind: each 
room is to have its own shower 
and Herr Worn will cook only for 
the students. And what a cook!
Study Center
The Eningen campus was es­
tablished as a study center, and 
many of us found it of great val­
ue in that respect. It would be 
better designated, however, as a 
learning center. What we learned 
from six months of contact with 
another culture, from six months 
of living constantly as a small 
group, and from six months of 
unusual independence cannot be 
measured by grades alone.
We hope that we have not im­
plied that we are fighting against 
the London study center. We are 
not. We are only fighting for the 
German campus. No one should 
spend four years in Appleton — 
it is too narrow an experience. 
Get away for a term or two. In 
our opinion—go to Eningen. This 
program needs you. And perhaps 
you need this program.
PENNY HAWK 
ANN BLOMGREN 
MARTHA HANSON 
MARY JO BOYNTON 
ROBERT WICKESBERG 
CINDY SCHALLER 
SCOTT L. GREGORY 
MARK SANAZARO 
DIANA BERRY 
VERONICA BALASSONE 
LINDA R. BAUMBERGER
CALENDAR •
Friday, 27 February
4:30 p.m. — Faculty Meeting, 
Art Center
8:00 p.m.—“The Kinetic Art,” 
Stansbury
Saturday, 28 February
1:30 pm . — Swimming, Inter- 
squad, Gym
6:30-12:30 p.m.—Delta Gamma. 
Pi Beta Phi and Phi Gamma 
Delta Pledge Formal, Em­
bassy Motor Lodge
8:00 p.m.—“The Kinetic Art,” 
Stansbury
Sunday, 1 March
8:00 p.m. — Faculty Recital: 
Allan Jacobson, pianist. Harp­
er
8:00 p.m.—“Tlie Kinetic Art,” 
Stansbury
Tuesday, 3 March
9:50 a.m.—Freshman Studies 
Film, second showing erf 
“Rashomon,” Stansbury
3:00 pm . — Junior Recital: 
Susan Hrentman Denk, piano, 
Harper
Wednesday, 4 March
7:00 p.m. — Lawrence Chris­
tian Fellowship, SH 166
Thursday, 5 March
8:00 p.m. — Artist Series, De­
troit Symphony Orchestra; 
Sixten Ehrling, conductor, 
Chapel
To The E ditor. . .
To the Editor:
I hope that most Lawrence stu­
dents are sophisticated enough 
not to accept at face value the 
article in last week’s Lawrentian 
entitled “ ‘Inanity’, ‘Asininity’ 
Characterize Purveyors of ‘Law­
rence Rhetoric’ ?” . The article 
paints a totally unrealistic pic­
ture of the atmosphere and pro­
ceedings of the current series of 
faculty meetings at which decis­
ions are being made concerning 
the recommendations of the Pov- 
olny Committee.
The question of whether the de­
parture from reality occurred at 
the level of the faculty members 
who gave statements to the re­
porter or at the level of the man­
ner in which the reporter hand­
led the statements given to her 
is not of prime importance; the 
important matter is that the ar­
ticle presents a set of impres­
sions that are not only naive and 
misleading, but also are needless­
ly damaging to the sense of com­
munity that so many students 
and faculty at Lawrence are try­
ing, each in his own way, to pro­
mote. We need understanding, not 
misunderstanding.
Let me cite several excerpts 
from the article. Faculty mem­
bers are quoted as saying, “No 
matter what you say, it isn’t 
really going to make any differ­
ence as long as you’re not a part 
of the ruling elite", and, referring 
to the Povolny Report, "You get 
the feeling that the thing is being 
shoved down your throat." Also,
. . there’s a tendency to re ­
quire action while discussion is 
sometimes incomplete.” These 
statements do not reflect reality.
Debate ad nauseum
This is simply not the way the 
Lawrence faculty runs its busi­
ness or makes its decisions. Ev­
ery faculty member has the full 
opportunity to express his views. 
Each issue is debated as fully as 
the faculty wishes, sometimes ad 
nauseum. Fortunately the some­
what contradictory statement that 
appears earlier in the article 
comes closer to reality: " . . .  at 
least sixty per cent of the talk 
coirid have been eliminated.*' 
May we continue to have too much 
rather than too little debite!
Another set of quotes and state­
ments in the article was equally 
out of contact with reality. "All 
persons interviewed agreed on at 
least one basic point—that, valu­
able or invaluable, there was 
quite a bit of discussion which 
usually resulted in pitting var­
ious departments against each
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other”. The artidfe later speaks 
of "the obvious plays for power 
among the various dep¿¡irtments, 
especially between the sciences 
and the humanities in general. The 
‘former claims that the latter 
‘run the university which means 
that the university is not respon­
sive to the sciences’ commitment 
to research.’” In reality there 
is very little division of opin­
ion among the faculty along sharp 
departmental border-lines. De­
partments are frequently split 
right down the middle in the vo­
ting on important issues. I must 
admit that the "obvious plays 
for power among the various de­
partments” have not been at all 
obvious to me. I am a member 
of a science department, but I 
do not subscribe to the above 
claim that is attributed to the 
Lawrence science departments, 
and in fact I have yet to find 
among any of my scientific col­
leagues anybody who would sub­
scribe to it.
Distribution Requirements
The article quotes a faculty 
member as saying in regard to 
the faculty’s recent elimination 
of distribution requirements, 
"This move was not really ef­
fective because it was not really 
liberal. It was just a facade for 
shifting requirements from the 
university to the various depart­
ments.” Again, this statement is 
simply totally out of contact with 
reality. The faculty clearly has 
eliminated distribution require­
ments, and to my knowledge no 
department has any secret and 
sinister plot afoot to sneak dis­
tribution requirements back in. 
The ultimate power of decision 
concerning the breadth of dis­
tribution of a student’s liberal 
education is now in the student’s 
own hands, and this is the honest 
will of the majority of the fac­
ulty.
No ‘Ruling Elite’
My own modest powers of ob­
servation force me to say that 
the Lawrence faculty is not a col­
lection of various departments 
pitted against each other and 
manipulated by a "ruling elite” , 
but is instead a group of persons 
who are openly, freely, sincerely 
and sometimes heatedly defeating 
and deciding the fate of the rec- 
commendations of the Povolny 
Committee. In these deliberations 
the major guiding principle is 
honestly the best interests of the 
university as a whole. If anybody 
has any concrete evidence to the 
contrary. I’d like to hear about it.
CLIFFE D. JOEL
Associate Professor of
Chemistry
A T T E N T I O N  
M U S I C  L O V E R S
See and hear the Valley’s 
most complete selection of 
top name brand Hi-Fi compo­
nents and systems.
Terms and lowest catalogue 
discount prices on FISHER 
KENWOOD, DUAL, PICKER­
ING, SHURE, TEAC, SONY, 
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, oth­
ers.
A P P L E T O N  H I FI 
C E N T E R
323 W. College Ave., Appleton
>• M *V**V K
“T H E  K IN E TIC  A R T /’ a three «lay showing of varied cinematic experienmcnts, starts to­
night at 8:00 p.m. in Stansbury and will continue on Saturday and Sunday night at the 
same time.
S t u d e n t s  U n p r e p a r e d  F o r  
I n d i a n  D i s p l a y  o f  A p a t h y
Lawrence students who recent­
ly returned from India feel they 
faced an experience there which 
even the one term’s prior orien­
tation session did not prepare 
them for.
J a nine Sagert, Jean St. Pierre, 
and Charles Pain were among 
thirteen students who comprised 
the ACM’s new study program in 
Poona, India.
Janine commented, "We were 
warned of almost everything, but
I guess it’s a matter of the orien­
tation period being separated 
from reality; what we were warn­
ed about beforehand didn’t come 
across until we oould experience 
i t ”
Orientation Term
Prior to their departure last 
17 June, all students selected for 
the program spent one term on 
the Carleton campus. During the 
orientation, the students studied 
Marathir, the language spoken by 
33,000,000 Indians living in the 
west-central portion of the coun­
try, and took a seminar in Indian 
civilization intended to provide 
them with a brief introduction to 
the art, politics, literature, and 
social structure of that country.
The sorts of problems which 
were to be encountered during 
their stay became apparent im­
mediately following the group’s 
arrival in Bombay. Before depart­
ing for headquarters in Poona, 
they met for several days with 
members of India's leading poli­
tical parties.
At this point, Janine said, she
first came face-to-face with the 
Indian mode of thinking. “They 
(the Indians» call it tolerancy; I 
call it apathy,” she said. Many 
officials expressed very little 
concern for immediate action on 
such issues as birth control and 
malnutrition. Their attitude is 
partially reflected in the sorts of 
work hours many keep. They ar­
rive at 11 a.m., take off from
1-4 p.m., go for a tea break at 
4:30 p.m., and leave work at 5:30 
p.m.
Justice?
She also commented on the In­
dian’s tendency not to think in 
terms of justice. When traveling 
B$r third dass train, Janine com­
mented that it was not unusual 
to see a family arrive at the sta­
tion, buy only one ticket, and all 
crowd into one small train com­
partment. In such a situation, she 
said, officials are apt to register 
little concern.
Similarly, she explained that 
she once spent three hours in a 
post office waiting to mail a pack­
age because Indians continued to 
cut in line rather than wait their 
turns.
Janine did offer an explanation 
for this mode of thinking. “About 
98% of it is related to the Hindu
retiigion,” she said.
Indian Attitudes
In India, group members had 
many opportunities to formulate 
some conception on Indian atti­
tudes, for despite the fact that 
they studied as a group in Poona, 
they had frequent opportunity to 
interact with the Indian people.
Some students “lived” in In­
dian homes, some in apartments, 
and some in an Indian woman’s 
hostel.
Group members were affiliated 
with Deocan Collqge, a graduate 
institute offering courses in so­
ciology, archaeology, and linguis­
tics, and they continued their 
language and civilization studies 
in addition to pursuing an inde­
pendent study project.
Janine did her independent proj­
ect on the Hindu joint family, 
which she related to achievement 
motivation. Her project involved 
going into schools to do a series 
of tests on 11 to 14-year-old stu­
dents. Charlie did some research 
on a Hindu cult, Dattatreya, 
which has seldom before been re­
searched. A couple of biology maj­
ors participating in the program 
did independent projects on birth 
control in India.
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by Nelson Freeburg
Next year Lawrence’s Eningen 
Study Center in Germany will 
offer some unusual courses in 
classics and music to comple­
ment those in physics and Ger­
man.
Mrs. Mary Ann Brackenridge, 
lecturer in classics, will conduct 
a two term course entitled Clas­
sics in Translation. The summer 
term will deal with Greek liter­
ature while the fall term will be 
spent on Latin authors. The 
course will then be repeated dur­
ing the winter and spring terms.
Mrs. Brackenridge provided 
the following description of the 
course:
“Students are often reminded 
that it is man’s natural and uni­
versal concern to discover his 
own pißt. (Freshman Studies 
participants will be reminded of 
our recent bout with Darwin’s 
The Origin of Species.)
“ In this Classics course, sourc­
es of our Western cultural tradi­
tion will be studied in English 
translation. Among the Greek au­
thors are Homer. Thucydides, 
Aeschylus, and Euripides; among 
the Latin authors are Plautus, 
Lucretius, Catullus, Sallust, and 
Horace.”
She suggested that “Douglas 
Knight’s  lecture on Homer’s 
Odyssey this month provided an 
eloquent testimony to the per­
petual relevance of this epic to 
man's appreciation of his parf 
and to his eternal search for 
identity. The various readings of 
this course in translation are se­
lected to facilitate a search into 
the background of the traditions 
and values that define our partic­
ular condition today. It is good 
to go back to the roots.”
She indicated that she ‘“will 
be happy to entertain further 
quo5Jtioms about the course.”
Robert C  Below, associate pro­
fessor of music, will conduct 
four courses in music.
Music 10, Introduction to Mu­
sic, will be offered during the 
fall and winter terms. Although 
any student may elect the course, 
Below noted that it “ is a basic 
introduction to music listening, 
for persons who have no back­
ground in music.” The course 
will cover “many different types 
and styles of music” including 
symphony and opera as well as 
chamber, piano, organ, and vo­
cal music.
Music 50, Wagner and the Mu­
sk; Drama, will be offered dur­
ing the winter term. Technical 
knowledge of music is not requir­
ed but some background, pref­
erably Music 10, will be neces­
sary.
The course will deal with the 
music of Wagner’s mature op­
eras—Tristan, Die Meistersinger, 
the complete Ring cycle — and 
with the legends upon which they 
are based.
Other music courses to be of­
fered are Music 19, History of 
Music in the 19th Century, and 
Music 47, Literature of the Piano.
Music 19, which wdH be offered 
in the fall and spring terms, is 
a  study of all forms of music 
composed during the 19th Cen-
NEARBY REUTLINGEN 
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tury with a consideration of mu­
sical conditions prevalent at the 
time. The recommended pre­
requisite is Introduction to Mu­
sic.
Literature of the Piano, to be 
taught during the spring term, is 
described by Below as “a pro­
fessional course designed pri­
marily for pianists.” A survey 
of principal composers for the 
piano, technical knowledge is 
definitely required.
Below pointed out that each of 
the music courses will undoubted­
ly be supplemented by concert 
offerings in Stuttgart and else­
where.
J. Bruce Brackenridge, profes­
sor of physics, will teach Phys­
ics 3-4; either or both terms may 
be elected. Brackenridge indicat­
ed that the first term will em­
phasize the history of physics 
while the second term will con­
centrate on an experimental ap­
proach.
Traditional courses in German 
grammar and literature will also 
be offered next year. The instruc­
tor for the two lower level gram­
mar courses, German 4-5, has not 
yet been announced. However, 
Paul O. Haberland, instructor in 
German, will teach German 
11-12 as well as several higher 
level literature courses.
Among the literature courses 
to be taught are German 31, 
Age of Goethe and German 23, an 
introduction to German litera­
ture, a special Eningen course.
ABC PA R T IC IPA N T  TO NY N E W B O R N E  performs 
one of the mundane chores required of ABC house resi­
dents. In the estimation of the student participants, life in 
the house provides welcome relief from the daily travails 
in Appleton schols..
M o n e y  N e e d e d  f o r  S u r v iv a l
ABC Provides Quality Education 
For Disadvantaged Area Pupils
A V IE W  OF E N IN G E N  from the girls’ hotel.
Disadvantaged students may 
also be interpreted as children 
growing up in a culturally hom­
ogeneous area such as Appleton.
If ABC is going to survive in 
Appleton, concerted effort on the 
part of the Lawrence campus and 
the Appleton community is a 
necessity. Money is a need for 
survival now, and interest must 
be continued on a larger scale.
TTie ABC program gives high 
school students from deficient 
educational backgrounds a  bet­
ter chance to earn a  quality sec­
ondary education to prepare 
them for college. The ABC stu­
dent is chosen for his superior 
academic potential which might 
be stifled if he remained in his 
disadvantaged neighborhood with 
poor school systems.
He spends one or two years 
living in a community like Ap­
pleton, attending its high school, 
and goes on to college to grasp 
an opportunity that his social en­
vironment might have prevented.
The Appleton community and 
Lawrence University combined 
provide the physical plant and 
environment necessary to insure 
the success of the program Fi­
nancial contributions and more 
students who will volunteer as 
tutors are still needed to keep 
the program moving and suc­
cessful.-
Lawrence provides the bene­
fits of the library, Cultural Cen­
ter, Union recreational facilities, 
exposure to a college atmosphere, 
and most important, interaction 
with enthused personnel helping 
the students with their daily life.
The two-story residence ad­
jacent to the Fiji House on Alton 
Street houses ten students from 
across the country. Two Law­
rence student teachers, Peter 
Watson and Eli Brewer, and 
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Stoner live 
at the ABC House. Although both
by Kathy Peach
students are active in campus 
life they assist Mr. and Mrs. 
Stoner in helping the ABC par­
ticipants meet the academic and 
social challenges of a  different 
learning experience. Association 
with Lawrentians reminds the
NICK ELAM prepares for the fol­
lowing day’s classes.
students that college entrance is 
an attainable goal.
Consensus among those students 
questioned was that it is their 
fellow students in the house “that 
make ABC” for them. Leaving 
a familiar community for a new 
all-white community poses the 
difficulty of maintaining an iden­
tity within the new environment 
while preserving ties to the old.
Several students speaking for 
the house as a  whole felt they 
were isolated from the Appleton 
Community. The Cultural Center 
on campus is aware of this prob­
lem and compensates for the gap 
by maintaining interaction with 
the black students on campus
The ABC program was initiat­
ed in the summer of 1963 by 
Dartmouth College with the sup­
port of the Rockefeller Founda­
tion. The first group of male stu­
dents numbered 55. Fifty four 
completed the program, and 47 
were recommended to prepara­
tory schools.
. In succeeding years the Dart­
mouth ABC program grew to 80 
males and similar programs 
were begun on four other college 
campuses.
The initial eight male students 
were chosen by their school au­
thorities or community leaders 
to apply for the A Better Chance 
program. Each person nominat­
ed was screened by the Indepen­
dent Schools Talent Search Pro­
gram, which recruits all the stu­
dents in the ABC program.
A guarantee to complete stu­
dies at a high school ris prom­
ised after a successful eight-week 
summer program cm the Dart­
mouth campus. The schedule is 
rigorous concentrating on good 
writing style, reading, and math­
ematical reasoning. Acceptance 
by an approved high school pro­
gram is contingent upon success­
ful completion of the summer 
session and upon faculty recom­
mendation by the ABC summer 
faculty.
The combined efforts of Ed­
ward B. Wall, former director of 
admissions now at Amherst Col­
lege, and Francis L. Broderick, 
former Dean of Lawrence and 
Downer Colleges now at the Uni­
versity of Massachusetts at Bos­
ton, brought the ABC program 
to Appleton.
The goal of each student after 
ABC is college. June ’69 gradu­
ates attend the following schoods: 
T. J. Jenkins, Arizona State Uni­
versity; Tom Davis, Lawrence 
University; Becky Bryant, Salem 
College and Mae Unkart has 
been accepted by the University 
of Pennsylvania.
The success of ABC students 
in the Appleton School District 
illustrates what can be done. 
Growth and support of the pro­
gram must come from the Ap­
pleton community and the stu­
dent body at Lawrence.
T h u c y d i d e »  u n d  W a g n e r
Detroit Symphony
Thursday evening, 5 March, 
the Detroit Symphony Orchestra 
will appeal- in concert at the Me­
morial Chapel. Concert time is 
8 p.m.
The concert, marking the first 
appearance in Appleton of the 
Detroit Symphony, is ithe third 
to be presented by the Lawrence 
Artist Scries.
Founded in 1914, the Detroit 
Symphony Orchestra consists of 
103 members under the musical 
directorship of Sixten Ehrling. It 
is widely recognized as a front- 
ranking symphonic ensemble, 
whose activities are constantly 
increasing and diversifying.
It gives some 200 concerts an­
nually, including adults’ and 
young people’s subscription se­
ries, tour concerts, sponsored 
concerts, various series for 
school children, Cabaret “Pops” 
Concerts, free outdoor summer 
concerts, tour concerts, and par­
ticipates annually at the Wor­
cester, Mass., and Meadow Boo'c, 
Mich., music festivals.
Sixten Ehrling, music director 
and conductor of the Detroit Sym­
phony, was born in Sweden in 
1918. His early musical back­
ground included piano and violin 
studjes while a boy, four years of 
study at the Royail Academy of 
Music in Stockholm, and event­
ually the launching of his con­
ducting caiear in 1938 at the 
Dresden State Opera, where he 
worked with Karl Boehm. Prior 
to joining the Detroit Symphony 
in 1963, Ehrling was chief con­
ductor and music director of the 
Royail Opera in Stockholm.
His honors in the music field 
are numerous, including the 1969 
President’s Award from the Uni­
versity of Detroit for his con­
tributions to “generating a new 
cultural dynamism’’ in Detroit.
Valter Poole, associate conduc­
tor of the orchestra, graduated 
from the New England Conserva­
tory of Music tin Boston with spe­
cial honors in string quartet and 
ensemble, and secondary honors 
in theory. He later studied a t tthe 
Conservatory in Paris.
As the symphony’s educational 
director, Poole’s voice and po­
dium manner are known by thou­
sands of Detroit school children. 
Hundreds of Detroit Symphony 
them broadcast, have been given 
educational! concerts, many of 
under his direction.
Program for the 5 March con­
cert includes performances of 
Beethoven’s “Symphony No. 7, A 
Major, Opus 92,” Gubche’s “Epi- 
metheus USA, Op. 46,” R. 
Strausss’ “Don Juan, Tone Poem 
(After Nikolaus Lenau), Op. 20” 
and “La Valse” by Ravel.
RADIO PETITIONS DUE
WLFM has announced that 
petitions for the four station 
management positions are due 
on 15 March. Openings are for 
General Manager, Program 
Manager, Operations Manager 
and “AM” Manager.
Petitions for director slots 
are due by 22 March, includ­
ing: news director, sports di­
rector, music director, special 
events director, promotions di­
rector, publicity director, con­
servatory events director, 
chief operator, chief announcer, 
and “AM” advertising direc­
tor.
Students without prior radio 
background will be considered 
for any position if they have 
had sufficient related experi­
ence.
Program Manager Shawn 
Duffy, Trever — ex. 317, or 
Chris Bowers, Plantz—ex. 307, 
wfll answer any questions. The 
petitions are available at the 
station and may be turned in 
to the Program Manager’s 
WLFM mailbox in the Music- 
Drama Center.
U N D E R  T H E  D IR E C T IO N  of conductor Sixten Ehrling”, The Detroit Symphony Or­
chestra will present their first concert here 011 5 March at 8:00 p.m. in the Chapepl. Tick­
ets are still available at the box office.
Placement Calendar
Monday 2 March—
Glencoe, Illinois Schools
Tuesday, 3 March—
Grafton, Wisconsin Schools
Wednesday, 4 March—
Chubb & Sons, Inc.
Dubuque, Iowa Schools
Hartford, Wisconsin Joint 
School District
Thursday, 5 March—
Elgin, Illinois Schools
Lake Forest, Illinois District 
No. 67 Schools
Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 
Schools
Friday, 5 March—
Clarkston, Michigan 
Community Schools
First Wisconsin National Bank 
of Milwaukee
S U M M E R  J O B S  
I N  E U R O P E
American students are wanted 
to fill 165 direct selling jobs 
in Belgium, Germany, Spain 
and Italy. Choice of $300 month­
ly wage guaranteed or com­
missions only which average 
around $700 a month. Jobs, 
work permits, travel docu­
ments and all other necessary 
papers are being issued on a 
first come, first served basis 
to students at selected accredi­
ed U.S. colleges only. For ap­
plication forms, job descrip­
tions and full details by re­
turn air mail send $1 (for air­
mail postage and overseas 
handling) to SALES PLACE­
MENT OFFICER, ASIS, 22 
Ave. de la Liberte, Luxem­
bourg, Europe.
T h i s  i s  n o t  j u s t  a  y o u n g  m a n ’s  f a n c y .
Take a look at any cam pus. Big. Small. Rural. Urban. You 
see the sam e thing: guys and gals. Same books. Same looks. 
Same hopes.
And you are there.
Some students really jam in every bit of opportunity they 
can grab hold of. Some just drift through.
Which are you?
H ere’s a good tip: If you join the Air Force ROTC program 
on your cam pus you’ll know you’re grabbing a big opportunity. 
Financial assistance is available. You’ll graduate as an officer— 
a leader on the Aerospace Team. You have executive respon­
sibility right where it’s happening. Where the space age break­
throughs are. You’ll be able to specialize in the  forefront of 
modern science and technology—anything from missile elec­
tronics to avionics. You can also be a pilot. You won’t get lost 
in some obscure job with no future.
You’ll also enjoy promotions and travel.
So graduate with our blessings.
And a commission.
QUAD SQUADS
By VANCE GUDMUNDSEN
First term Quad sports ended 
with the Fijis resting comfort­
ably on top of the standings hav­
ing won football, volleyball, and 
swimming. The Delts were in 
second place and the Phis held 
the third spot.
Second term sports are well on 
the way to completion. Handball 
and squash are under way on a 
tournament basis, ping pong has 
just begun, bowling and basket­
ball will be over by Saturday.
IFC basketball is standing in 
the line with one shot coming. 
The Fijis and the Phis are tied 
for the lead with 7-2 records. As­
suming both contenders get by 
the Delts and Betas respectively 
on Tuesday night, a playoff will 
ensue. In the two meetings be­
tween them the Fijis won the 
first 42-40, and lost the second 
49-48. The Fijis are paced by 
Roger Hildebrand and Dapper 
Dave Sanmona. With the help of 
a devastating fast break and a 
tough 1-2-2 defense the Purpte- 
men may be favored to cap this 
year's title.
However, coach Red Merra and 
has neophytes Tom Vanderhyden 
and Pux Rechner may decide dif­
ferently. It has been eight years 
since the Phis have lost a  Buck­
ets championship; this year’s 
playoff should be exciting. More­
over, the Phis have been aided 
this year by two men wearing 
striped shirts who do not score 
much themselves, but lead the 
league in anriatB.
The Betas have been bothered 
by cold shooting. Lance Alwon, 
Rabbit Ramsay, and Pistol Pete 
Saving have been cleaning the 
boards, but they have not put it 
togwtiier against the front-run­
ning teams With their 5-4 record 
the Betas should take third place.
Fourth place will go to either 
the Delts or thn Taus. Both teams 
have had to rely on individual 
performances from Andy Reitz 
(Taus) who is averaging dose to 
20 points, and from the sporadic 
output of Clark Simmons and 
Dave Hachmiester.
The Eps have come close, 34-38 
against the Fijis, but are winless 
for the season. Their hrgh flying 
fast break is led by Harold Jor­
dan and Bob Mueller, but the 
team has lacked consistency.
“SLOW DANCE” BUSES 
Boses will leave for Neenah 
from the Union for the Tlmr*- 
day, 5 March Attic Theatre 
production of "Slow Danoe oa 
the Killing Ground,’' by Will­
iam Hanley. Coffee and dis­
cussion immediately following 
the performance.
ROTC COMMITTEE 
The Ad Hoc Committee on 
Air Force ROTC invites all 
interested persons to submit 
position papers for considera­
tion by the committee. Papers 
should be sent to E. H. Olson, 
Science Hall.
W A N T  T O  C H A R G E  IT ?
O p e n  a  S t u d e n t  A c c o u n t !
“PILLS A N D  T H IN G S’*
204 East College Avenue
W e carry a complete line of COSM ETICS and 
T O IL E T R IE S
-fc COMPLETE LAUNDRY and DRY 
CLEANING SERVICE
☆ WEEKLY SPECIALS
☆ HALF-BLOCK OFF CAMPUS
D A IL Y  D O R M  P I C K - U P  a n d  D E L IV E R Y
— FAST SERVICE ON R E Q U E ST  —
PHONE 733-4428 or 733-6678
SO PH O M O RE STR A T W A R D E N  hauls in a rebound in 
last Saturday’s contest with Kipon College. Warden was 
high scorer against the conference leaders with 23 points.
" F o o t b a l l  is  W a r "
Athletic Revolution Leader 
Rejects iDumb Jock ’ Label
W a r d e n ,  D y e r  T o p  S c o r e r s
V i k e s  D e f e a t  M t .  S t .  P a u l  
B e a t e n  B y  R e d m e n  7 7 - 6 1
OAKLAND, GAL—(CPS)— A 
revolution fs simmering in college 
athletics.
And one of the men responsible 
for a new consciousness among 
athletes is Jack Scott, a 27-year 
old former Stanford track man 
and teaching colleague a t the 
University oi California. He is 
author of Athletics for Athletes
Trackmen Travel 
To Carleton For 
First Indoor Meet
Last Saturday, in theijr first 
meet of the indoor season, ¿a  
undermanned Lawrence track 
team made a strong showing en- 
iroute to a  third place finish be­
hind victor Carirton and Cornell 
on the Carleton College track.
The eight Viking competitors 
amassed a  total of 20 points win­
ning three events as co-capt. 
Larry Eihsptahr vaulted 12’6*’ to 
win his specialty, co-capt. Andy 
Gilbert high junked 5’ 10” to 
place first and triptie jumped to 
third place, and frosh Bill Daven­
port ran ahead of the competi­
tion in tihe 60 yard high hurdles.
Ken Zwtiinski placed fourth 
in the 60 yard dash to round out 
the blue and white scoring. Abo 
competing were soph. Kent Vin­
cent, mile and 2 mile; Bill 
Gneutzmacher, 60 yard dash and 
mile relay; Bob Baker, 880 and 
mile relay; and Steve Swete, 440 
and mite relay.
Hampered by lack of a good 
practice area end temporary lack 
of full time coaching the team 
put in a fine performance. All 
training is presently focused on 
the Conference Meet to be held 
in Chicago on 6 March.
(Other Ways Book Dept. EPO Box 
13133, Oakland, Cal).
Scott, in an interview at his 
Oakland home, emphasized that 
athletes are human beings, not 
chattel. He condemned the profes­
sionalization of amateur athletics, 
the second class irole assigned to 
black and women athletes and the 
nationalist bent of the Olympics.
In recent weeks Scott’s U.C. 
class, Education 191D, “The Role 
of Athletics in the University—A 
Social Psychological Analysis,” 
has drawn nationwide attention. 
Perhaps no single class has re­
ceived such publicity since El- 
dnidge Cleaver taught an experi­
mental class here last fall.
Besides his teaching duties, 
Scott is working on a Ph. D. in 
Hucafoon and is writing a book 
with his friend and 1968 Olympic 
boycott organizer Harry Edwards.
Scott spoke mast articulately 
about the connection between ath­
letics and the military. He said 
' ‘inter-collegiate athletics is the 
training ground for second lieu­
tenants . . .  and the colleges with 
the mast comprehensive sports 
programs are the military aca­
demies . ,
In fact politicians may invoke 
sports, football in particular, to 
sanctify their policies. Thus, 
President Nixon is portrayed as 
an avid fan CaUfonta State Su­
perintendent of Public Instruction 
Max Rafferty says ‘ football is 
wiar.” Robert Kennedy sadd “next 
to war, football is the best prep­
aration for American life.”
So athletes come to be consid­
ered part of the status quo—“just 
dumb jocks,” according to Scott. 
Yet Scott says that when a  per­
son is called a name like “jock” 
he comes to fell the roike almost 
in spate of himself. Athletes be­
come stereotyped and “develop
Three consecutive baskets by 
Ripon’s Donn Weise helped the 
Redmen jump to an early 10-1 
lead, a lead they never relin­
quished in last Saturday’s tra­
ditional match with the Lawrence 
five. The game was close until 
the last four minutes when Ripon 
broke it open for a 77-61 victory 
which maintained Ripon’s share 
fo first place in the MWC.
The Vilkes fought back from 
their early deficit to within 22-18 
with 6:30 left in the half. But the 
Redmen, capitalizing on a cou­
ple of quick Vike errors, stretch­
ed the gap to 38-27 at intermis­
sion.
The main problem for the 
Vikes in the first period had 
been offense. Their defense had 
been strong in keeping the bigger 
Redmen off the boards, but the 
Vikes were able to manage 9 
field goals from the floor in 39 
attempts.
It looked as if Ripon might 
have the game when it increased 
ilbs lead to 49-36 at 16:02. But the 
Vikes, paced by the scoring of 
Strat Warden came back to with­
in five at 63-58 with four minutes 
remaining.
But from here it was all Ripon. 
The Vikes went into a half-court 
press which the Redmen had no 
trouble breaking. They reeled 
off six straight points. They won 
going away 77-61. The winners 
were sparked in those last four 
minutes by Greg Nickoli who 
had 10 of their last 14 points and 
finished with 21.
The Vikes boasted the contest’s 
highest scorer in Warden who 
poured 23 podnts, 17 in the last 
half. Lawrence had three others 
in double figures, Jim Dyer (12), 
Rick Farmer (11), and Karl 
Hickerson (10).
Lawrence came back last Mon­
day night to play runnand-gun 
with Mount St. Paul in a non- 
conference contest. In the Vikes’ 
highest scoring game of the year 
they came off the court 80-73 vic­
tors.
The Vikes got off to a  slow 
start against the bigger Moors. 
Mount St. Paul who measured 
6’6” 6’5” , and 6’4*6” mauled the 
boards early in the finsit period 
enroute to building up a 31-23 
lead.
Fighting back with tough de­
fense and rebounding, the game 
was tied by two free throws by 
Willie Davis ait 31-all. The game 
was seesaw untril the half when 
the Vikes held onto a  precarious 
41-40 lead.
Petitions Due to 
Manage V-Room
AH applicants for the position 
of Viking Room Manager should 
have some previous experience 
in a managerial position, includ­
ing a firm understanding of fi­
nances and public relations.
Each position should be ac­
companied by two letters of rec- 
commendation; one from a fac- 
uky member or dean and one 
from a student at large Though 
the position is open to the entire 
student body, junior or third 
term sophomore men applicants 
are preferred.
Petitions should be turned in 
to the Union Director as soon as 
possible, but not later than 4 
March.
Dean Whitfield, a union mana­
ger who will answer any ques­
tions concerning the job, can be 
reached at ext. 212.
by  Bob H aeg er
In the first half the Moors were 
able to pick up 15 offensive re­
bounds in the finst half to nullify 
some poor shooting.
Except far the first few min­
utes of the second half Lawrence 
was in control the rest of the 
way. The final score was 80-73 in 
favor of Lawrence although the 
game was not as close as the 
scare indicates.
The Vikes put all five starters 
into double figures. They wore 
led by Dyer who tallied 22 points. 
He was followed by Hickerson 
who poured through 20. Farmer 
finished the game’s leading re­
bounder with |10.
The victory wa6 the fifth of
• the year for the Vikes and it 
hopefully provided them wdth 
some momentum for their road 
trip this weekend. They travel to 
Iowa to confront Grinnell and 
Cornell, both of whom beat the 
Vikes earlier in the year.
Standings
W L
Ripon 9 4
Carleton 9 4
Cornell 9 5
St. Olaf 8 5
Monmouth 8 6
Coe 7 6
Grinnell 5 8
Knox 5 8
Lawrence 4 10
Beloit 3 11
hostility to the reöt of the univer­
sity.”
CONVENIENT CENTRAL LOCATION 
IN APPLETON, WISCONSIN 
Phon* 414/734-2111
M O T O R  H O T E L  J  Mccfins F«cilHI«i for 10 lo 350
T H E  
P H Y . E D . M A JO R  
S A ID  
J O C U L A R L Y :
M IL L E R  
M A K E S  I T  R IG H T !
SEND US 
YOUR
A DVERBIAL 
PUNS ABOUT 
COLLEGE 
MAJORS. IF  
PUBLISHED, 
W E’LL SEND 
YOU A
REFRESHING
REWARD.
COLLEGE BOX 482 
C MILLER BREW. CO. 
MILW., WIS. 53201
